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Reviews of the New Life For Dying Churches! by Rose Sims
Golden Lama
Dr. Rose Sims does a great job of sharing her personal experience working in dying churches. It is
not just another dry and boring how-to book, nor just a rah-rah from yet another cheerleader. She
shares practical wisdom born out of experience and enough of her own story to make you feel like
that story is coming from a friend who cares about your church. We got several copies and passed
them around the church! You'll want to as well once you read her book. A quick read, most of our
folks said it took between 3 and 4 hours tops and almost everyone wanted to read it straight
through. Thank you Dr Rose!
Invissibale
I love Rose SIms and her book on how to turn around dead churches. Rose is a fire ball of joy. SHe
has spoken around the world on evangelism. I have been greatly inspired by her and consider her a
friend.

Llanonte
Dr. Rose Sims has turned around churches, not just once, but multiple times. In this book, she
shares how she did it. Her solutions are so down-to-earth that you will wonder why you never saw
the opportunities yourself in your own situation.
Don't expect a bit of defeatism or pessimism in this book. You won't find any.
Sims says simply that wherever the church is nearly empty, that means there are many people in the
area of the church that don't have a church home. Simply begin to reach them.
Gribandis
Saving dying churches is not a theory...but a proven fact and it can happen anywhere! Dr. Sims
inspiring story is so unusual, enlightening and powerful, you'll laugh, you'll cry, you won't put it
down. It is a success story of two of God's servants, each of whom won their denomination's top
national awards for a lifetime of church growth. It is a "How to Grow a Church" story which any
church can duplicate and it is a must for laity, clergy, church growth seminars, men or women's
groups our church conferences.
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